Handwriting in
the middle years
A strategy for academic & professional success

The latest research in handwriting for
middle childhood and adolescence

Producing Agile Writers

In

the course of a day, an elementary or adolescent student may take notes on a
lecture, complete written examinations, text on a smartphone, and write their
papers and homework at home. By providing handwriting practice and instruction,
we produce students whose ideas flow from their hands freely.
Intuitively, teachers understand that handwriting practice reflects not only their students’
motor skills but also their cognitive development. Who hasn’t witnessed a student’s
frustration that his pencil can’t keep up with his story ideas? Or a student whose
writing skills are undermined by illegible handwriting?
Thanks to recent, sophisticated research, we now know that learning to form letters
by hand is a critical foundation for students’ literacy and academic success. Yet in the
Common Core State Standard for English Language Arts, handwriting standards do
not appear after Grade 1 and cursive does not appear as a subject of instruction at all.
The decision to ignore this foundational literacy skill isn’t evidence based. Research
results support handwriting instruction starting in the early grades with printing,
transitioning to cursive in the second or third grade, and continuing checkups and
practice through the middle school years.
The goal of handwriting instruction is not rote practice or busywork for students. Its
goal is to produce agile writers: students who can fluently compose in manuscript and
cursive for their schoolwork and beyond.

Adopted from Berninger (2015)

Handwriting provides the foundation
for keyboarding in Grade 5 or later

Grade 5
and beyond
Grade 4
Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 1
Kindergarten
Preschool

Link writing to spelling and composing
Emphasize fluency and automaticity

Hone both printing and cursive writing
Learn to form legible cursive letters

Emphasize speed and legibility
Print words in the right direction
Copy and print lowercase and uppercase letters

Know and name lowercase letters and write them from memory
Write own name and learn the alphabet
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Why continue handwriting
instruction past Grade 3?
Older students still write by hand in school

S

peed, legibility, and automaticity in handwriting are still important skills in the
21st century classroom, even in the era of keyboards and smartphones. Letter
formation is a key component in reading and writing skills: independently writing
by hand helps students learn and memorize letters much more efficiently than does
simply tracing, copying, or typing them (Longcamp, Zerbato-Poudou, & Velay,
2005). According to the National Reading Panel, letter knowledge is one of the two
best predictors of reading proficiency: the coordinated physical movements required
to form letters help students memorize and recognize them when they read. In fact,
some researchers suggest the slight variations students make in forming letters help
them learn to read the wide range of print styles they encounter in their schoolwork
and at home (James & Englehardt, 2012). Clearly, handwriting is proven important
for the early years of literacy. It is also important in the later grades.
In the 21st century, students continue to write most assignments and tests by
hand—and the Common Core State Standards’ emphasis on writing has
brought the conversation about writing into language arts classrooms at every
level. A 2008 study showed that older students produce at least half of their
writing for school by hand, and younger students handwrite nearly 90 percent
of their schoolwork. Even in the Common Core State Standards (http://www.
corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_C.pdf) document, for example, almost half of
the sample K–8 student essays are hand written (Denton, Cope, & Moser, 2006;
Cutler & Graham, 2008). The recent report on Grade 8 and Grade 12 writing
scores for the National Assessment of Educational Progress found that 61% of
eighth grade students reported spending more than 15 minutes each class period
writing (National Center for Education Statistics, 2012).
In addition, teachers reported in a recent survey that 24.4% of a student’s total
grade in middle school and 41.1% of it in high school would be based on writing
of at least paragraph length in an end-of-course exam. Fifty-one percent also
reported frequent practice in timed, on-demand writing to prepare students for
high-stakes tests (Applebee & Langer, 2011). Not only are students still writing by
hand for most of their schoolwork, regardless of the availability of computers
(one study found that teachers use most of the technology in the classrooms and
students use it mostly for finding resources online; Applebee & Langer, 2011)—they
also do more writing in preparation for assessment.
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Handwriting continues to develop beyond the early
elementary years

H

andwriting fluency continues to develop past the early grades. Studies show
that direct instruction measurably improves students’ handwriting legibility
and fluency through Grade 9; in addition, the overall quality of writing and the
length of writing passages also increase (Graham & Santangelo, 2012; Pontart et
al., 2013). Handwriting skills develop over time; one recent research study suggests
that older students’ handwriting is more related to their orthographic knowledge
rather than their fine motor writing skills because their
knowledge of how to produce letterforms has become
[H]andwriting, when
automatic (Pontart et al., 2013). This automaticity is
reassessed throughout
important for students’ continuing academic success: they
elementary school, was
can use the stored memory of how words look in order
found to be variable
from year to year,
to write them fluently (as well as recognize new words as
especially after third
they encounter them). In the upper elementary grades,
grade when formal
phonological skills continue to underlie both reading
handwriting instruction
and writing; students aren’t “finished” with language
ceases
learning in Grade 2 or 3 (Del Campo, Buchanan, Abbott,
—Alstad et al., 2015
& Berninger, 2015; Berninger & Abbott, 2010). Research
results show that fluency in handwriting is strongly
related to the quality and quantity of students’ complex written text as late as Grade
8 (Christensen & Jones, 2013).
Developing greater automaticity in producing text can be especially helpful during
the ages of 8 to 18 when a student’s prefrontal cortex—which houses the executive
functions of judgment, critical analysis, induction, deduction, prioritizing,
organization, and creative problem solving—develops rapidly (Willis, 2011). Some
evidence suggests that students’ increasing sophistication in processing language
can be harnessed to augment handwriting fluency. For instance, typically
developing middle elementary students process words in units of syllables,
rather than a sequence of letters, and the syllable structure of words can affect
handwriting in both students and adults (Lambert, Sausset, & Rigalleau, 2015).
Generally, adults handwrite with a pattern that suggests the words are processed
as groups of writing-specific syllables, often called the “ortho-syllable”: they tend
to pause slightly in between groups of these ortho-syllables. These results suggest
that as a student develops writing skills, he or she is composing with writingspecific units rather than series of letters: automaticity in handwriting (especially
cursive) bolsters the production (and therefore the recognition) of these groups.
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Handwriting supports academic achievement

B

ecause they are writing in school, handwriting difficulties can affect students’
academic work in myriad ways in the later elementary grades and middle
school. Students who struggle with writing by hand will avoid writing tasks;
this avoidance means that they do not enjoy the same results from composing,
they compose less, and they struggle with spelling because of a lack of practice
(Montgomery, 2012). They may also suffer a loss of self-esteem because they are
seemingly outpaced by their peers who complete classroom written work more
quickly (Feder & Majnemer, 2007). In addition, the demonstrated educational
benefits of using writing to understand, remember, and reflect on what they’ve
learned are less available as an academic strategy to students who struggle to
match the speed of their writing to the speed of their thoughts.
Lacking handwriting fluency can leave students with poorer composing skills
when they express themselves in written text (Longcamp, Zerbato-Poudou, & Velay,
2005), and handwriting fluency strongly predicts students’ ability to produce
more complex written text (Christensen & Jones, 2013). Many studies also show
that strengthening students’ handwriting skills leads to an increased quality of
their written compositions (Graham, Harris, & Fink, 2013). When students write
automatically, without having to stop and think about the specific letters they form,
they can focus instead on constructing sentences and getting their ideas on paper.
They produce more writing and longer compositions (Medwell, Strand, & Wray,
2009). Researchers surmise that this fluency decreases students’ cognitive load,
freeing up their short-term working memory for higher level composing tasks.

As students advance in school, test-taking and note-taking
increase in most academic subjects

L

egible, fluent handwriting is important
to attaining academic success for all
students. Nowhere is handwriting fluency
more consequential than in timed-writing
assignments and tests, where students may
feel they are caught between completing
the task and making their results legible.
The quality of students’ handwriting
affects the evaluations of students’
written work in high-stakes tests and class
assignments throughout their career.
Poor or illegible handwriting influences
standardized test scores: solid research

Your essay must be written on the lines
provided on your answer sheet—you
will receive no other paper on which
to write. You will have enough space
if you write on every line, avoid wide
margins, and keep your handwriting
to a reasonable size. Remember that
people who are not familiar with your
handwriting will read what you write.
Try to write or print so that what you
are writing is legible to those readers.
—College Board SAT Writing Practice
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finds that handwritten essays are graded differently based on the legibility of the
handwriting (Graham & Harris, 2002; Conti, 2012; Vander Hart, Fitzpatrick, &
Cortesa, 2010). Poor handwriting can drop a paper from the 50th percentile to the
10th or 22nd percentile even when the essay contains the same content (Graham,
Harris, & Herbert, 2011). Essay graders of handwritten standardized tests read more
than 100 essays an hour, making legibility even more important for these high-stakes
tests (ACT, 2011).
The impact is felt beyond language arts writing assignments; students’ poor
handwriting can also affect their scores in mathematics and computer science
courses throughout their secondary and postsecondary careers (Awasekar &
Halkude, 2015). In one study, engineering essays demonstrating legible handwriting
resulted in better test scores—even
though the content of the answers was
If students cannot write
exactly the same (Awasekar & Halkude,
mathematical signs well, it may
ultimately result in their inabilities
2015). Students’ mathematics tests can
to copy information legibly in their
be compromised if they cannot form
notebooks and this could possibly
mathematical signs legibly or communicate
slow down their academic progress.
with their teacher by showing their
reasoning (Oche, 2014). The results of
—Oche, 2014
timed tests in particular are subject to
students’ handwriting according to both
teachers and students themselves, especially if slow writing speed compromises
students’ ability to complete a test (Oche, 2014).
Taking notes on teacher presentations is a complex task, and a student’s handwriting
fluency is necessary for successful note-taking. A series of research studies on
student note-taking found important links between transcription speed and the
quality of written notes—and the quality of written notes was a clear predictor of
students’ test scores (Peverly, Garner, & Vekaria, 2013a; Peverly et al., 2013b).
In addition, some research shows that taking notes by hand, compared to typing
them, results in better conceptual understanding of the lecture material even if the
total length of the notes themselves is shorter. (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014).

Written recall (summary)

Handwriting
speed

Note
quality
Memory (multiple choice)
Adopted from Peverly et al. (2013)
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As with composing written essays, note-taking requires students to harness an
assortment of cognitive processes. Even copying notes from the whiteboard in any
subject area such as mathematics or history can be difficult for students with poor
handwriting.

Fluency in cursive writing continues to be important

C

ursive writing is typically taught in Grades 2 or 3 in U.S. schools, and in many
school districts formal handwriting instruction stops
in the early elementary grades. But research shows that
Fluent cursive writing
handwriting is variable from year to year, especially
consistently predicts higher
level spelling and composing
when handwriting instruction is no longer part of the
skills at every grade from
curriculum in the later grades (Alstad et al., 2015). By
4 to 7.
fourth grade, many students have mastered manuscript
and are well on their way to being fluent in cursive
—Alstad et. al, 2015
letters; cursive allows students to take notes more
efficiently, and some research shows that cursive is speedier than printing (Ziviano
and Watson-Will, 1998).
In one recent study, researchers compared three modes of written language
production by students in Grades 4 to 7: printing, cursive, and typing. The study
showed that, first, handwriting skills continue to develop through these grades:
without formal instruction, students’ manuscript and cursive skills both continue to
increase. Second, the researchers also supported including assessing handwriting
skills in older students for the purposes of supporting writing instruction. Finally, for
developmentally typical students in these grades, fluent cursive writing consistently
predicted both higher level spelling and composing skills at each grade (Alstad
et al., 2015). The authors conclude that students need continuing handwriting
instruction in the form of warm up handwriting practice before writing cognitively
demanding schoolwork. They also show that students with language difficulties
need explicit continued instruction in multiple handwriting modes.
As students become acquainted with both manuscript and cursive handwriting,
they are better able to determine the handwriting style (manuscript, cursive, or
manuscript-cursive hybrid) that best serves
them in terms of speed, automaticity, and
Students with learning difficulties
output for note taking, in-class assignments,
spend as much time thinking about
and high-stakes tests (Alstad et al., 2015).
handwriting and what their papers
look like as they do on the content of
In later elementary grades and middle
their papers.
school, cursive handwriting practice can
be coupled with note-taking instruction
—Cahill, 2013
to prepare students for high school and
beyond.
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Handwriting instruction supports special populations and uses

S

ome popular interventions for at-risk students rely on writing, such as writing
about stressful events or how they feel through journal writing and sharing.
Although writing about emotional events can help process those events (Bernstein,
Ablow, Maloney, & Nigg, 2014), the benefits could be compromised if students have
difficulty writing by hand; research shows mixed results for adolescents writing
about emotional situations (Travagin, Margola, & Revenson, 2015), and handwriting
difficulties may be one (as yet unexplored) explanation for their varying effects.
Writing-based interventions for at-risk youth have a greater chance for success
when the physical production of writing itself is not a cause of anxiety or stress.
Handwriting instruction improves legibility and supports cognitive development—
and therefore it sets students up for later academic achievement. Direct
handwriting instruction can improve
reading and writing skills, and students with
Assessing handwriting beyond
the earliest school years
language-related specific learning disabilities
can help identify learning
can especially benefit from deliberate
difficulties that may manifest in
instruction (Cahill, 2013). Handwriting
different developmental stages,
problems can signal a student’s need for
and systematic handwriting
additional instructional supports that will
instruction can reduce the
strengthen her work in the classroom and
number of children needing
chances for success.
special education services
— Berninger, 2015

Recent research shows a link between autism
spectrum disorders (ASDs) and handwriting;
elementary-age children with ASD have lower overall quality of handwriting
compared to their peers. Ten-year-old children with ASD, for example, scored
below the average scores of typically developing 6- and 7-year-old students in
letter formation skills (Fuentes, Mostofsky, & Bastian, 2009). Adolescents with
Asperger’s syndrome report difficulties with shaping letters, avoid composing long
essays, and resist starting to write at all (Breiviki & Hemmingsson, 2013), all of
which slow down academic achievement. Eleven-year-old students with specific
language impairments were shown in one study to have produced less text of
lower quality because of their lack of handwriting fluency as well as spelling
knowledge; the researchers support more practice in transcription skills for these
students (Connely, Dockrell, Walter, & Critten, 2012).
Given the unique coordination of different systems of the brain needed to produce
handwriting, slow or untidy handwriting can be a marker for coordination
disorders (Scordella et al., 2015). Children with these difficulties pause longer
when writing and write larger letters and, as a result, produce less written
text (Prunty, Barnett, Wilmut, & Plumb, 2013, 2014). Motor difficulties are also
8
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often associated with learning and language difficulties and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (Kaiser, Shoemaker, Albaret, & Geuze, 2015; BrossardRacine, Majnemer, Shevell, Snider, & Belanger, 2011) as well. Assessing
handwriting beyond the earliest school years can help identify learning difficulties
that may manifest in different developmental stages, and systematic handwriting
instruction can reduce the number of children needing special education services
(Berninger, 2015).
Formal, ongoing handwriting instruction can help students develop better writing
skills no matter the underlying cause of their struggles (Cahill, 2013; Berninger &
Neido, 2014; Graham, Harris, & Fink, 2013; Richards, et al., 2015). For instance,
new research suggests dyslexia may be helped with handwriting instruction more
effectively than remedial reading interventions (Montgomery, 2012). An analysis
of this research suggests that instruction in cursive can be particularly helpful for
middle elementary and adolescent students because the likelihood of reversals
and inversions is reduced, cursive writing increases speed and left-to-right flow,
and spacing is made automatic (Montgomery, 2012). Without intervention,
handwriting difficulties can persist into adulthood among populations with
learning or motor coordination disabilities (Barnett, Henderson, Scheib, & Schulz,
2011).

Writing by hand is a lifetime skill

F

luency, speed, and automaticity in handwriting supports later postsecondary
success: even in undergraduate students, handwriting fluency is directly and
significantly related to writing quality and test scores (Connelly, Dockrell, & Barnett,
2005). Acknowledging that many educational and employment opportunities
will require typing and keyboarding skills does not mean that handwriting is
not important: contemporary research supports the idea that fluency in writing
by hand actually leads to better keyboarding and touch-typing (Cahill, 2013).
In adults, faster handwriting has been correlated to faster typing speeds, likely
because they rely on similar linguistic processes developed over time (Weintraub,
Gilmour-Grill, & Weis, 2010).
The effects of poor handwriting can carry over into adulthood in job applications
or materials for admission to college or trade school. Illegible handwriting
continues to be a source of judgment: sloppy handwriting is often interpreted as
sloppy thinking. Providing frequent, regular “tune ups” for students in the upper
elementary grades and in middle school make sense for their cognitive and
academic development. Direct instruction and practice in handwriting for later
elementary age students can provide lifelong skills to support their academic and
professional success.
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